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Simply put, blended learning is a combination of online class and traditional approach, which means that the online elements and in person are combined with the purpose of academic purpose. Several benefits can be derived in using different models in Blended Learning. Some of these are the digital platforms, modular approach and TV-Radio instruction.

Researches claims that applying blended learning decreased the rate of failures among students. It may also improve the learning experience of the students, most importantly students may improve their engagement with the lesson being taught. The traditional chalk-board, lecture, discussion, and question and answer approach are gradually being replaced by the different models of blended learning.

In these learning modalities the learners will acquire different learning experience. Activity based-approach are also utilized more by engaging in different tasks assigned by the teacher. There are varied ways in which Blended Learning Approach may facilitate the knowledge and comprehension of the learners. Some of these may be helpful to them, such as the showing of appropriate videos coming from Youtube, tools in bookmarkings are also dependable. Lectures or tutorial approach may also help the students in a blended learning approach.

Finally, the instructor must possess clear communication skills for the clarity purposes, both of the content and the message it wants to convey.
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